
Integration Enables Complete Data Capture for Reduced Resolution Times and
In-depth Forensic Analysis

COPENHAGEN, Denmark, October 27, 2016 – Lack of visibility into data traffic hinders 
network security efforts, both before and after an event has occurred. To rectify this issue, 
Napatech announced today that the Pandion network recorder is now fully integrable with 
Splunk, the leading platform for operational intelligence. This integration gives current Splunk 
users the possibility of having 100 percent visibility into network traffic data.

Click to Tweet: 
[.@Napatech Integrates #Pandion with @splunk for 100% Network Traffic Data Visibility. Learn 
more at #BlackHat Europe #BHEU and #SuriCon: (link)]

Splunk users now have access to a key component in their network infrastructure, the 
Napatech Pandion network recorder, for 100 percent data capture.

• Instant insight into alarms: The integration enables network security personnel to reduce  
 the resolution times of events. The Splunk software triggers alarms, and when an unusual  
 activity occurs in the network traffic, users can instantly get to the root of the problem.

• Smarter data retrieval: The Pandion recorder offers quick retrieval of the relevant data so  
 that further forensic analysis and investigation can be done, with 100 percent data capture  
 and zero packet loss to provide data that is also completely reliable.

• A scalable security solution: The scalability of Pandion offers a long-term solution that  
 grows with users’ increasing security needs.

To learn more visit us at booth 609, BlackHat Europe 2016. We will also be exhibiting at 
SuriCon 2016.

Peter Ekner, CTO, Napatech, said: 
“The quicker an event can be identified, the quicker it can be resolved. This integration gives 
Splunk users faster resolution times, which means more robust security. Complete data capture 
enables quick access to relevant data in the case of a breach, and further forensic analysis can 
also be initiated quickly. The integration provides an overall reduction in costs and resources 
needed to maintain users’ cybersecurity operations. We’re pleased to work with Splunk to offer 
this valuable integration.”
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ABOUT NAPATECH

Napatech is the world leader in data delivery solutions for network management and 
security applications. As data volume and complexity grow, organizations must monitor, 
compile and analyze all the information flowing through their networks. Our products use 
patented technology to capture and process data at high speed and high volume with 
guaranteed performance, enabling real-time visibility. We deliver data faster, more efficiently 
and on demand for the most advanced enterprise, cloud and government networks. Now 
and in the future, we enable our customers’ applications to be smarter than the networks 
they need to manage and protect.

NO FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

This press release may contain forward-looking statements which are only predictions and 
may differ materially from actual future events or results due to a variety of factors, 
including but not limited to, business conditions, trends in the industry and markets, global 
economic and geopolitical conditions, macro-economic factors, and other risks and 
uncertainties set forth in Napatech’s reports. The matter discussed in this release is based 
on current expectations and maybe subject to change. Napatech will not necessarily 
update this information..

For more information, visit us at www.napatech.com
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